
 

1h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

Great! Appreciate the update. RT @Extron: We are. Schedule coming soon. RT @avgreg: Will Extron 

have training at InfoComm? #avchat #avtweeps 

1h Extron Electronics   @Extron       · 

We are. Schedule coming soon. RT @avgreg: Does anyone know if Extron will be doing training at 

InfoComm? #avchat 

2h David Keene   @DigiSignageMag       · 

Look at the phenomenal growth of ISE in Amsterdam– combined with perennial growth for InfoComm 

USA. Big shows will get bigger #AVChat 

2h NSCA   @NSCA_systems       · 

Doh! I keep missing #AVchat! Does anyone do a summary/wrap-up of the chat? If so, please let me 

know! #AVtweeps 

2h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

@PKaudiovisual For sure! An #AVChat tweet-up would be awesome! 

 In  to Paul Konikowski 

2h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

Thanks all! Hope to "see" you soon! #avchat 

2h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

Great job as always Paul. Thanks. #avchat 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

PS- I hope to see all of you in person at Infocomm this year. Please visit me in the Starin booth, or maybe 

an AV tweet-up? #avchat 

2h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

If you see a tall georgia boy in a Florida Gator hat at the show, pay him no mind, he is always like that ;) 

be cool everyone!! #avchat 

2h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

great chat guys - hopefully I'll see you all at the next TOA event or Infocomm! #avchat 



2h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

Thanks guys. #avchat Yes - great chat everyone! 

2h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

I love this article written last year before IC11: http://www.systemscontractor.com/blog/59668.aspx It 

pretty much sums it all up... #avchat 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Thanks #AVtweeps The next chat will be on Thursday April 19 at Noon Pacific. Topic will be #Video and 

#NAB wrap-up #avchat 

2h Heather King   @hking       · 

Thanks for hosting @PKaudiovisual #avchat 

2h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

@AVGreg: MT: Anyone know if Extron will be doing training at InfoComm? My understanding is yes. Just 

not exhibiting. #avchat 

2h Brad Grimes   @GrimesProAV       · 

Last I heard, Extron would be training at InfoComm. #AVChat 

2h Christa Bender   @AVChrista       · 

#AVChat was fun! See all of you #AVTweeps next time! 

2h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

now is the time when i say YOU ROCK!! i look forward to chatting with all of you every chance we can. 

#avchat 

2h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

Does anyone know if Extron will be doing training at InfoComm? I've been told both yes and no by the 

guys in Anaheim. #avchat 

2h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

paintball... now you are talking. i can just picture Noel Lee rolling out shooting like Rambo on his ride!! 

#avchat 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

5 mins left, I'm out of Qs, any other comments or questions you want to toss out? #avchat 



2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

A5 When I was with a large integrator a certain manufacturer sponsored a paintball day. Zero training 

but I will never forget it. #avchat 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

The vans are actually a biz! RT @ProAudio_GA: @PKaudiovisual parking lot demo??? i saw these two 

guys in a white van one time... ;) #avchat 

2h Christa Bender   @AVChrista       · 

A5: I'd love for my first tweetup to be AV related #AVChat 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

I did one with Digital Screen Media pre CET World. Setting up some our own. RT @hking: A5: There are 

AV cruises? #avchat 

2h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

A5 Our mfg rep based in the TOLA region puts on an amazing event every year called T3 @Totalmktg It's 

a trip our dlrs win for sales #avchat 

2h Heather King   @hking       · 

A5: as for tweetups, if they are local and convenient I'd be up for going...that just doesn't happen very 

often. #AVchat 

2h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

@PKaudiovisual parking lot demo??? i saw these two guys in a white van one time... ;) #avchat 

 In  to Paul Konikowski 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

A5 I've really enjoyed the Crestron happy hour, Dan Dugan's house, Warren Associate's annual BBQ, and 

any parking lot demo #avchat 

2h Heather King   @hking       · 

A5: There are AV cruises? How have I missed pitching that training opportunity to the boss :) #AVchat 

2h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

A5- no input, never heard of such an animal... #avchat 

2h Christa Bender   @AVChrista       · 



A5: Love the informal AV gatherings. Those are often easier to attend than the bigger shows. The 

problem is getting one close by...#AVChat 

2h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

A5 Love them! They are truly the best way to connect and establish real relationships. #avchat 

2h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

A5: good for networking but unless it's connected to an event of some kind I generally don't attend all 

that much #avchat 

2h Christa Bender   @AVChrista       · 

A4: Small shows are great for the end-users who care about the products and industry, but don't have 

the budget for Infocomm. #AVChat 

2h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

@PointmakerMFG LOL, good point, guess that is more of a CEDIA thing. #avchat 

 In  to Boeckeler Pointmaker 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Q5 What do you think of informal AV picnics / barbeques, after work events, tweet-ups at bars, 18-

wheelers with speakers, cruises? #avchat 

2h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

@ProAudio_GA Do ppl even wear suits at Infocomm? Midsummer Vegas!? When I see a suit, I think,"Oh 

you must be from overseas" ;-) lol #avchat 

 In  to Steven Brawner 

2h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

@brockmcginnis agreed, i enjoy CEDIA EXPO also. just a gear head enjoying some small slice of heaven! 

#avchat 

 In  to Brock McGinnis 

2h Brad Grimes   @GrimesProAV       · 

Depends. There are major mfgs who swear their best ROI comes from the big show. And @InfoComm 

does small, too: http://bit.ly/H4aYHt #AVChat 

2h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 



#AVchat. Infocomm is a zoo. No time for deep conversation. Sore feet. Too many friends. But absolutely 

best for new products, small vendors 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Not exactly, I was talking re small trade shows. Good points re ROI. RT @brockmcginnis: A4 So you and 

Andrew Edwards agree then? #avchat 

2h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

A4: Yes, end-users/tech mgrs have an easier time at the small shows. #avchat 

2h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

MT @ProAudio_GA: LOL "The suits look for suits at the bigger shows" And old ones at that! #avchat 

Grandpa 

2h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A4 #AVchat. Disagree small isn't beneficial to mfgs. Quality time, quality people, in-depth discussion 

trumps sheer booth volume every time. 

2h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

smaller shows allow the smaller integration companies to get more attention. The suits look for suits at 

the bigger shows. #avchat 

2h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

A4: Interest in the product line/topic is the key though - if there's no interest no one shows - even with 

CTS/BICSI credits & lunch #avchat 

2h Heather King   @hking       · 

A4: I've had better luck making solid tech support contacts at the bigger shows. #AVchat 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

A4: I think local shows tend to benefit the local integrators and users. The small crowds are not as 

beneficial for manufacturers #avchat 

2h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A4 So you and Andrew Edwards agree then? @PKaudiovisual: MT: but from a business perspective...the 

ROI from a local show is greater #avchat 

2h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 



A4: Easier to get to: budget, time, and politics. Plus often more 1:1 and networking time - not as crazy 

busy as a big show. #avchat 

2h Heather King   @hking       · 

A4: Maybe I've just been unlucky, but I haven't been real impressed with some of regional shows I've 

attended. #AVchat 

2h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

A4 - smaller shows = more technical answers to more difficult questions and putting a face to a name, 

you get to meet your rep. #avchat 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

A4 I love infocomm and NAMM, but from a business perspective of a local integrator, the ROI from a 

local show is greater #avchat 

2h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

A4b: what gets people to attend? Lunch. #avchat 

2h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A4 Yes! @PKaudiovisual: MT CTS credits? #avchat 

2h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

opps A4 #avchat 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

A4 obviously the travel cost, but what else do smaller shows do better? What gets people in the door, 

CTS credits? Local reps? #avchat 

2h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

Q4 I still think there are a lot of the same benefits as the big shows, you just maybe get more time with 

less people #avchat 

2h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

A4: more focused product for the market, more personal attention, and more detailed demos #avchat 

2h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

A3 cont. like @JSrago said ppl need comparisons #avchat 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 



Q4 What benefits do smaller regional or integrator events, road shows, expos offer in comparison to 

large events or fly to training? #avchat 

2h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

A3 Of course it will be a bit biased.I believe in and <3 my product. I'm sure that comes across when I 

train but #avchat 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Halfway through this chat. So far we have discussed large trade shows and big manufacturing training 

centers. Now let's think small #avchat 

2h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A3 #AVchat Eg. I was at AMX last month, Extron last week and taking a DM course later in April. Need to 

know it all in our world. 

2h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Mmm good stuff RT @JSrago: A3: ...any trainer worth his salt will do the best to provide comparison 

information during training #avchat 

2h Christa Bender   @AVChrista       · 

A3: Biased is different from bashing. It has to be biased if it is in-depth training. #AVChat 

2h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

A3: (answered as a trainer) I do my best to provide the comparison more so for a frame of reference for 

new/unknown product #avchat 

2h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

A3: Also felt that changed with length. Day or half-day - less so. Hour or two - just long commercials. 

#avchat 

3h Heather King   @hking       · 

A3: I kind of want them to be biased. I'm there because I want to hear it from their perspective. It's my 

job to parse it all. #AVchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A3 #AVchat Full in-depth info required to make good decisions. So yes, biased…but necessary. Key is to 

learn all/most of the best options. 

3h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 



A3: Of course they're biased - but any trainer worth his salt will do the best to provide comparison 

information during training #avchat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Q3 - Are manufacturer's training sessions too biased? Is that something where Infocomm type classes 

may have more benefit? #avchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A2 #AVchat We try to have vendors in for training every week, but only 2 hours at a time. Advantage of 

being in a big city. 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

@PKaudiovisual completely agree. i made some amazing contacts at Lutron PSP. #avchat 

 In  to Paul Konikowski 

3h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

A2: Plus: focused and in-depth - great for trng. Minus: Getting one side and can't compare - not as good 

for product. #avchat 

3h Heather King   @hking       · 

A2: There is a benefit for having time just deeply focused on training and not fragmented by all the trade 

show stuff. #AVchat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

A2: I find its easier to focus and retain deeper technical training in an isolated training center. 

Sometimes better networking. #avchat 

3h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

A2 - there's an "engrossment" factor in that you will hopefully be able to walk away with more than an 

minimal understanding #avchat 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

A2 - Lutron centers are great for demos and training. Crestron is just for training. focused education, 

hands on demos #avchat 

3h Brad Grimes   @GrimesProAV       · 

@brockmcginnis Extron is, indeed, still a big @InfoComm supporter and educator. You have it right 

#AVChat 



 In  to Brock McGinnis 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Repeat Q2 - What are the _benefits_ of manufacturer training centers, where they may fly you to take 

classes for 1, 2 or 3 days? #avchat 

3h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

+2 RT @AVChrista: A1a: Tradeshows chance to see the latest and greatest equipment as well as interact 

with customers and vendors #avchat 

3h Christa Bender   @AVChrista       · 

A2: The classes will be focused and have a specific agenda. Most likely you are there b/c you want to be. 

#AVChat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

+1 RT @AVChrista: A1a: Tradeshows chance to see the latest and greatest equipment as well as interact 

with customers and vendors. #avchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

#AVchat Hey @GrimesProAV This is where you're supposed to jump in and say Extron is still a huge 

supporter of Infocomm and CTS. 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

@brockmcginnis exactly!! what will they do when their current crop of dealers passes the torch? Dodo 

bird comes to mind #avchat 

 In  to Brock McGinnis 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Q2 - What are the _benefits_ of manufacturer training centers, where they may fly you to take classes 

for 1, 2 or 3 days? #avchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

@PointmakerMFG: A1a MT "instead of having to fly to each and every one of them individually" #avchat 

So its convenient for you as a mfg? 

3h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

A1a Def collaboration with other manufactures is huge too #avchat 

3h Christa Bender   @AVChrista       · 



A1a: Tradeshows are a chance to see the latest and greatest equipment as well as interact with 

customers and vendors. #AVChat 

3h Kelly Perkins CTS   @vaddio       · 

YES RT @AVGreg: A1a: I will try to support anyone actively supporting InfoComm and the AV industry as 

best as I can. #avchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A1A #AVchat @ProAudio_GA Perhaps because you don't already have a relationship with them. Which 

is an excellent point. 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

and there you have it AVGreg A1a: I will try to support anyone actively supporting InfoComm and the AV 

industry as best as I can. #avchat 

3h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

A1a Plus I get to see all my top/ peeps all in 1 place, instead of having to fly to each and every one of 

them individually #avchat 

3h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

A1a: I will try to support anyone actively supporting InfoComm and the AV industry as best as I can. 

#avchat 

3h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

Extron has become a solutions company but still provides connectivity devices - what about other 

manufacturer connections they lose? #avchat 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

@brockmcginnis that works with the older generation, my generation will just laugh at them and find a 

different vendor. #avchat 

 In  to Brock McGinnis 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

+1 RT @PointmakerMFG: A1a I cant tell you how many good ideas and/or issues have been resolved on 

the show floor #avchat 

3h Heather King   @hking       · 



Truth! RT @AVGreg: A1: It does feel like they read - and believe - far too many of their own press 

releases some days. #AVchat 

3h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

A1a I can't tell you how many good ideas and/or issues have been resolved on the show floor #avchat 

3h Kelly Perkins CTS   @vaddio       · 

A1) We'll still be there regardless :) #AVChat 

3h Heather King   @hking       · 

A1a: I think they are underestimating the value of that. #AVchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A1A #AVChat Sacrificing breadth for depth, the potential customer who's never heard of them, the extra 

time with competing vendors. 

3h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

A1a Not sure about others,but we don't go to Infocomm solely to get new leads. We are there to 

collaborate with our existing clients #avchat 

3h Heather King   @hking       · 

A1a: Folks, myself included, come back from Infocomm excited, inspired, motivated...and Extron will 

have no piece of that. #AVchat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

lol RT @AVGreg: A1: It does feel like they read - and believe - far too many of their own press releases 

some days. #avchat 

3h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

A1a: The tradeshows are the "wow" factories - it's a chance to put new/latest/greatest in front of the 

widest audience quickly #avchat 

3h Jack Cotter   @JackJCotter       · 

A1. Well those big shows are when we get our armies of press out and about. Most of the year it's just 

going to be press releases #AVchat 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

A1a: my business... and the business of my generation. we have all this tech but what we value is 

relationships. #avchat 



3h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

A1: It does feel like they read - and believe - far too many of their own press releases some days. 

#avchat 

3h Brad Grimes   @GrimesProAV       · 

Mfgs pull out of all shows. Many return. New ones added. The show is still on pace to be the biggest one 

. #AVChat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

oops Q1A besides the parties, what are manufacturers _sacrificing_ if they choose not to participate in 

large tradeshows? #avchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A1 #AVchat Also very much focussed on the 80/20 rule rather than the masses. 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

A1a So besides the parties, what are manufacturers _sacrificing_ if they choose not to participate in 

large tradeshows? #avchat 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

A1 : like the old saying goes - out of sight , out of mind #avchat 

3h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

A1: They will fly almost anyone highered out and put them up for a few days just to have them as a 

captive audience. #avchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A1 #AVchat Plan, from the horse's mouth, is to be in front of customers more often, longer and 'deeper' 

than is possible at a trade show. 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

@brockmcginnis agree on what they think - disagree on it being fact :) #avchat 

 In  to Brock McGinnis 

3h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

A1: But think of the publicity they'll get next year when they triumphantly return to the show after 

developing the training centers #avchat 



3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

I was also a bit surprised, but then realized mfgs have been pulling out of other shows (AES for ex) RT 

@PointmakerMFG: A1 Shocked #avchat 

3h Heather King   @hking       · 

A1: Sorry to hear it, I just don't have time to chase each manufacturer to all their separate events. 

#AVchat 

3h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

A1 I was also worried that other "big" guys would leave as well #avchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A1 #AVChat And that perhaps in today's information age the role of the trade show as a platform for 

product introductions has come and gone. 

3h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

A1: But seriously - they are taking the Apple mentality - we're big enough that people will come to us 

which is risky #avchat 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

A1: seems they are disregarding the benefit of face to face communication #avchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A1 #AVChat Not 'out of touch' Stephen. They feel they will improve communication with dealers with 

lots of regional training/demo centers. 

3h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

A1 Shocked #avchat 

3h Christa Bender   @AVChrista       · 

A1: Wouldn't surprise me if an Extron tradeshow surfaces in the next year or two during the same time 

of year... #AVChat 

3h Christa Bender   @AVChrista       · 

A1: Interesting approach. Will be curious to hear the various spins on the tradeshow floor in June. 

#AVChat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 



Repeat Q1 What was your initial reaction to Extron's Infocomm announcment? #avchat 

3h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

Q1 Disappointed - mainly for their training - but getting conflicting mssgs re: if they will continue that. 

#avchat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Also thought of the party first. Wondered who would take that nights slot RT @JSrago: A1: But what 

party will I try and crash now?! #avchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

A1 #AVchat: Wondered how on earth they would ever find a way to inform us about their 75 new skus 

every year... 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

A1: they are showing just how out of touch they are with how the industry is evolving #avchat 

3h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

A1: But what party will I try and crash now?! #avchat 

3h Jack Cotter   @JackJCotter       · 

Jack here from @CustomRetailer @Dealerscope and @TechnologyTell #AVchat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Nice all star cast today, let's dive in to our first question. Q1 What was your initial reaction to Extron's 

Infocomm announcment? #avchat 

3h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

Indeed - life at TOA has been quite interesting these days RT @PKaudiovisual: Hey Josh, been too long 

#avchat 

3h Heather King   @hking       · 

Hello all, Heather King here. Control system programmer for Studio Spectrum. Haven't been able to 

make a chat in months! #AVchat 

3h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

@PKaudiovisual You're welcome! :) Glad to have the forum for suggestions! ;-) #avchat 

 In  to Paul Konikowski 



3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Hey Josh, been too long RT @JSrago: Josh Srago, CTS - TOA Trainer here - nice to see folks again after a 

long absence from #avchat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

For those who don't know, I'm Paul Konikowski, Tech Marketing for Starin, blogger at PK Audiovisual. 

And today's host of #avchat 

3h Boeckeler Pointmaker   @PointmakerMFG       · 

Hi All! Victoria Ferrari here, Ntl Sales Mngr of video annotation product Pointmaker, long-time 

exhibitor... #avchat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

http://tweetchat.com/room/avchat RT @ProAudio_GA: @PKaudiovisual what is that twitter chat link 

you posted before? #avchat 

3h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

Greg Brown - classroom design & build - UCLA #AVChat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Hi Christa, Brock, Greg Brad, Steve, great seeing everyone again! Special thanks to @PointmakerMFG for 

suggesting this weeks topic #avchat 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

@PKaudiovisual what is that twitter chat link you posted before? #avchat 

 In  to Paul Konikowski 

3h Brad Grimes   @GrimesProAV       · 

Brad Grimes of @InfoComm, checking into #AVChat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Who else is online today? #avchat 

3h Josh Srago, CTS   @JSrago       · 

Josh Srago, CTS - TOA Trainer here - nice to see folks again after a long absence from #avchat 

3h Christa Bender   @AVChrista       · 



Christa Bender, an integrator in Pennsylvania. I'm ready for #AVChat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Please keep your comment positive. If you have pros and cons, try to keep the cons = constructive. We 

are all in this together #avchat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

We will talk about the pros and cons of trade shows, training sessions, informal after work meetups, etc. 

What you get out of each. #avchat 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

here and ready for another cool conversation #avtweeps #avchat 

3h Paul Konikowski   @PKaudiovisual       · 

Hello and welcome to #AVchat, a Twitter Party for the audiovisual industry. Today we are discussing 

trade shows, training sessions #avchat 

3h Brock McGinnis   @brockmcginnis       · 

#AVChat: Brock McGinnis here. Integrator in Toronto. Looking forward to today's topic. Was at Extron 

just last week…. 

3h Steven Brawner   @ProAudio_GA       · 

can share the link to follow the #avchat, yes i know, i am slack 

3h Greg Brown   @AVGreg       · 

RT @PKaudiovisual: 20 mins till #AVchat! Join @PKaudiovisual to discuss TradeShows vs. Training 

Sessions 


